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Aug. 2 -- The U.S. office of Civil Rights, part of
the Dept. of Health, Education and Welfare, has investigated over a hundred predominantly white colleges in
order to ascertain if white civil rights have been violated
CPS
by the demands of black groups.

N.Y., Friday, Aug. 16 --Valerie Solanis, 28 year old
leader o-' th~ Society for Cutting Up Men (S.C. U. M.) was
declared ir. . -::ompetent by New York Supreme Court Justice
Joe Brust to stand trial for shooting Andy Warhol earlier
LNS
this year.

Aug. 27 -- David Ferris, participating on a quiz
show surprisingly revealed that he was involved in the
conspiracy which murdered President Kennedy. Ferris
was named by District Attorney Jim Garrison as one of
the participants in the conspiracy. Garrison has said of
Ferris, "He was one of history's most important
LNS
individuals."

Sept. 3 -- Of the 160 black soldiers who refused to take
part in the "riot control in Chic ago" 40 are still in the
stockyards. Reports in the Texas papers describe the
beating they are taking from the stock yard guards.
LNS
Chicago, Aug. 24 -- Some 250 free people drifted
into Lincoln Park Thursday evening to pay tribute to a
fallen brother. Services were held for Dean Johnson, 17,
an American Indian from Sioux Falls, S.D. , shot dead on
a sidewalk early Thursday morning. None of the
mourners had known Johnson, but they knew well enough
LNS
who killed him.

Squaw Valley, California-- Maharishi Mahesh and 160
followers have set up a meditation center at Squaw Valley,
California. You can spend a week eating fresh marigolds
LNS
for 500 dollars or a Diners Club card.

New York, Aug. 23 --The President of Barnard
announced that Barnard girls could live wherever they
want, with parents permission, of course, marking a
LNS
radical change in the that institution.

Aug 25 -- Fifteen members of the Philadelphia
Resistance liberated the Tass teletype machine and sent
the following message in Russian , "Support for the
Czechoslovakian peaople in their struggle for revolutionary
Socialismand Democracy" and urging "Soviet troops to
refuse to obey ille,gititnate authority to the Soviet Union. "
LNS

Speaking to a meeting of the National Student Association Congress two weeks ago in Manhattan, Kansas, West
Coast draft resister and activist Dave Harris was asked
by a young lady in the audience what women could do to
effectively protest the draft.
"Well," Harris answered, "you can refuse to sleep
with anyone who carries a draft card."
CPS
Ed.' s Note: Cross your legs if they cross the line.

France, Aug. -- Over a hundred television journalists
have been "purged" from the ORTF (French BBC) because
of their five weel:r strike to present news objectively and
LNS
uncensored over the French TV.

N.Y. Aug. 22 -- Phil Hutchings, executive secretary
of SNCC, announced that Stokely Carmichael, former
National Chairman of the organization, had been formally
expelled. "Brother Carmichael, both as a member and
as chairman of SNCC made tremendous strides in the
fight for black liberation in the past eight years, but it
has been apparent now for some time SNCC and Carmichael
were moving in different directions, " Hutchings' stateLNS
ment read.

Ann Arbor, Michigan, Sept. 6--250 students were
arrested in two sit-ins. The students were protesting
the mishandling of the aid to the Department of Children.
The police used clubs and dogs to clear the peacful sit-in.

CPS
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Graduate School Aspirants
Urged to P L A N Ahead
Anyone preparing himself
for admission to graduate
school should be sure he has
fulfilled all the requirements
in advance. Among other
things, many graduate school:
now require scores from the
Graduate Record Examinations. This test is offered
on October 26 and December
14 in 1968 and on ~anuary 18,
February 22, April 26 and
July 12 in 1969. Individual

applicants should be sure that
they take the test in time to
meet the deadlines of their
intended graduate school or
graduate department or fel· ·
lowship granting agency.
Early registration also ensures that the individual can
be tested at the location of
his choice and without having to pay the three dollar
late registration fee.
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Amidst the talk going around campus of the "doubleera s" handed to the student body over the handling of
the Student Life Committee Report by the administration,
we ecided to go see President Kline and get his side of
the story.
The following is a transcript of the Observer's
rview with Dr. Kline. Draw your own conclusions.
Observer: The Observer came here today because we
hea d that you object to part of the SLC report.
President Kline: I in general have supported the
report as it appears and if it is submitted to the
ent body or to the trustees as it appears I shall
sup ort it. This is because I think that a community_ can
arr"ve at policies through proper process and pr©eedure
tha the ST C nut a great deal of work and studied this
rna ter. I am entirely willing and ready to s.upport their
rec mmendations as they stand.
I was told in the summer in a letter from Bruce
Lie erman that the Senate had decided to strike out of
the report one provision -- I think it was the person in
eha ge of student housing -- and I told him that I felt that
the report should either rise or fall in its entirety and
if p ople on campus were going to start tailoring the
rep rt to their own preferences and taking out things
the didn't like, if that was to be done, it was one thing
the efore that I objected to.
If the report is therefore put up for consideration as
it s ands, I' 11 support it. If people are going to start
re- riting on the spot, I'd like to do a little re-writing too.
<Observer: What I understand you've said is that if
Sen te has the right to object to certain parts it should be
put back in committee for another year or so.
Pres. Kline: If Senate's going to edit, I'd like to edit.
ather see it come up like it stands.
Observer: What parts would you like to edit?
Pres. Kline: I don't like the idea of room-visiting
by men students in women's dorms. I think we're
ess ntially a closed community. I think that the basic
pri ciple that women can visit in men's dorms is a sound
one for our community and I'm not terrible anxious to
ha girls offended by having men running up and down
the r dorm corridors.
I'd love to be completely rid of the whole business of
social regulations. I think it's taken up too much of our
ti
and energs and I think it indicates a kind of obsession
minutia sex, to put it bluntly. The problem here is
we're in a period of very fast social change and the
t where the behavior patterns of the youth generation
an the adult generation -- will come together very
rap dly ... trying to establish a system that is acceptable
and non-repressive to its students, and yet one completely
ali nated to the outside world. We also have to be slightly
ace untable to legal officials. We have to be more than
sli htly accountable to parents. We have to be substantial y accountable to private, public school people, etc.
At he moment we're caught in a period of transition.
Observer: ... the size of the classes this semester
has mushroomed.
Pres. Kline: No, they haven't, unless you're speaking
of particular popular subject, the student-faculty increasE
has been slight, the ratio between them hasn't changed,
(as a policy) for three years and this year the faculty is
sli htly larger in proportion compared to last year ...
Yo have to balance a decent, human salary for faculty
me bers with the student-faculty ratio. This year for
the first time Bard has made the level of commendation
on he faculty salary scale of the AAUP,. This is the first
tim this has happened. There are about 2500 colleges
in t e country, and about 600 make this rating scale of
fae lty salaries. This year we're at least im the bottom
run of the ladder.
Observer: You mentioned before that if the Student
Sen te objected to part of the SLC report, it would have
to e put back on the drawing board, so to speak.
Pres. Kline: When a report isn't accepted, it has to
go ack to the committee for more work -- that's part of
par iamentary procedure. But my point is that if other
peo le are going to re-tailor this to their liking, I'd like
to ave my finger in on the process, too.

Francis Fleetwood
Carl Selinger, Bard's new Dean, is a rather modest
looking man who is interested largely in academic planning.
He is assuming an administration position for the first
time. The change, he says, is related to his desire to
improve academia and the college level seems to be most
important.
The new Dean sees the large state University as having
basically one objective and that is filling slots: "They overkook two other objectives which are equally important." They
are ", .. developing people who have competence, to (if
necessary) change the existinr economic and social systems,
... enabling students to understand themselves as human
beings, ... and find out what kind of inter-personal relationships and career patterns are going to bring personal
happiness. "
He feels that there are two problems in the Student Life
Committee Report . "One is how does one go about formulating policies in these areas (and) ... how does one translate
, . , the recommendations into actual policy" but the Dean does
not believe that his judgment should be final determinant.
Finally, he feels that "action will be taken long before
Thanksgiving " on the reports.
In regard to the faculty Curriculum Committee report,
• • • • • he supports the recommendation for "mini-courses" of
only a half semester in a very narrow field. He also supports
complete course evaluation but not teacher evaluation. He
feels that the faculty should have the freedom to experiment
but does not plan to force any teacher into new courses.
Dean Selinger has r rather positive attitude towards
innovation. He said "some people find the difficulty in any
new idea first and then later look at the idea's validity. " He
would be very happy to consider any idea of potential value
to the community as long as it is in black and white. He
feels that this should be part of his job, and is looking forward
to suggestions. from students.
He also is very willing to talk about anything with anybody
. . . - and says "my doors will always be open."
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Observer: It has been over a year since the 'students
had their "little revolution. " (This might be interpreted as
a stalling technique on your part by many students. )
Pres. Kline: I'd much rather see it adopted. I didn't
write the report. The students on the Committee were
elected on a free, open election, the only directive in the
procedure that I gave was that the non-student members
not outvote the students on any matter. I think this was not
the case, therefore, I think it's an expression (also) of
student opinion, validly arrived at. From my talks with
Mr. Favus and Mr. Minichiello, I judge this to be the case.
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Jtf.VOLIJTION
EVOLU'rlOM

Board of Trustees -- and also to the administra tion -that we are united in our determinat ion to implement
that which we approve in referendum .
Secondly, by taking the time to se:i'iously analyse the
recommend ations of the Student Life Committee , and
by suggesting that we not only have a right but also an
obligation to judge each recommend ation on its own,
individual merits, and in fact by giving you an opportunity
through referendum of saying, "We wish to implement
one recommend ation and do not wish to implement
another one, " we are running the rish of directly contravening the wishes of the administra tion.
One of the most significant recommend ations
contained in the Student Life Report is the proposal to
abolish both the visiting restriction s in Upper College
Men's dormitorie s and the curfews for Upper College
women. Yet in a letter to me this summer, President
Kline has suggested that should the students in referendum
take "substantia l exception to major provisions of the
report," he thinks he would "make a stand" for his
objections to the section of the report which I just
mentioned.

IN'rR~

Editor's Note:

The followin g is ex-

cerpted portions of the speech delivered to the Student Senate on Monday
night by Senate Presiden t Bruce LieberiDJl;llre everything else at Bard, our student governmen t

is not exactly in the mainstream of American campus
politics. We do not, for example, stifle revolution and
change. We do not advocate the necessity of going through
"1- roper channel·s" when those channels prove to be impotent. We do not place bureaucrac y before progress ....

We shall debate and discuss the Student Life Report
as intelligent, responsible adults ; we shall examine
each recommend ation on its own merits, and we shall
approve or disapprove , change or decide not to change
each major and minor provision of the report as we
intelligentl y vote in referendum . But we shall not be
intimidated . Perhaps it is time for those who have already
forgotten the experience of Spring, 1967 to remember
that this student body has no intention of playing petty
politics with the social life of our campus.

We .at Bard are committed to the idea that our primary
goal as students must be a .meaningful education. And
with your help, your student governmen t will concentrate
its efforts this year in establishin g for the students a
legitimate and constructiv e voice in the academic affairs
of the college. But we also realize that an excellent
academic life requires an acceptable social climate.
In the spring of 1967 the students of Bard found the
social climate -- and, specifically , some of the social
regulations -- unacceptab le and sought to change them.
There was an intense struggle between the students and
the administra tion which at times threatened to blow up
into a full-scale revolution. Finally we agreed to a
moratorium . Representa tives of both sides plus members
of the faculty and the Board of Trustees would sit down,
analyse the situation and prepare a comprehen sive report-and there would be no fighting during the interim.
We now have the finished Student Life Report, and it is
time for us to determine whether both sides can agree
to the implementa tion of some or all of its recommen dations, or whether we shall return to thE. strugg).e of 1967.
Within the next two weeks there will be a referendum in
which you will have an opportunity to approve or disapprovE
of certain changes in the Report which were recommend ed
by your Student Senate.
But perhaps I should introduce a few words of warning.
First, neither the Student Life Report not the Senateproposed changes will be formally presented to the Board
of Trustees until after our referendum . And it is then
that our work will begin, for we must demonstrat e to the

The problems of student participatio n in both the
academic affairs of Bard and the formulation and implementation of a new and realistic set of social regulations
are two major issues with which we are presently concerned. In these as in all other matters which require
active yet constructiv e student involvemen t, your rerresentatives in student governmen t can only vote "aye" or
"nay" and it is ~p to you to provide the concerned voice
and the comm:'1:hne nt to action with which the student body
will make its own contributio n to acadmenic excellence
and social viability.
We are 635 students. And just as we can be diverse in
opinion, so can we be united in our concern for t>oth ou~
.;uucation and our surroundin g educatibnal and social
environmen t. And it is with your concern and your willingness to participate in making student opinion a responsible
and legitimate voice in all aspects of college affairs and-specificall y-- a legitimate voice in the decision-m aking
processes which regulate those affairs, that we begin
another semester at Bard.
Let us dedicate ourselves to making this semester a
meaningful one.
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The Red Balloon is planning big things this year.
Mainly, to become a weekThe new
end coffee house.
management has finally bough t
the necessary equipment and
obtained a beer and wine
We congratulate
license.
Wayne Gordon for bringing the
original concept to fru ition.
The Observer hopes that the
Red Balloon will become the
friendly place to go.
photo by Peter Aaron

Vaugbn" and Harris
WASHINGTON -- Peace Corps Director Jack Vaughn
predicts continuing protect activities on college
campuses in the coming year because many school
administrators have not tuned in to the real cause of
unrest among students.
In a statement released last week Vaughn states"
"It is becoming clear that half of today' s students are
out to change the system -- not necessarily our system
but their system of higher education. I believe they're
right in thinking it is ready for radical overhauling. "
The trouble, Vauglm., believes, stems from depersonalization of higher education and failure to recognize
students as adults capable of full participation in
society and in educational affairs. And as he points out,
"It may be that there will be more disseffiirm on the
campus similar to the unrest which rocked many
campuses last year unless changes ensue in the decisionmaking apparatus of higher education. "
Vaughn's · opinions are based on the results of a
Louis Harris survey of student attitueles towards
current issues such as Peace Corps service, the Viet
Nam war, the civil rights movement, and student
activism. The Harris poll, commissioned by the
Peace Corps, was supplemented by in-depth interviews
conducted by Peace Corps staff members on 12 representative campuses.
"The two most significant results of our studies, "
saus Vaughn, , "were the finding that the real revolutionaries total less than four per cent of the student
population and that one third of the students were
activists who want to work for reform within the system'~
According to Vaughn, the survey indicated that

11 per cent of all students are "true protest-activists, "
that is, those who comprise the leadership of most
campus protest activities. However, only four per
cent of all students are "so radical or anarchistic in
their viewf: to be considered out of communication
with society."
"There is another 30 per cent committed to social
and political action but who feel that their goal can be
attained within existing systems," says Vaughn
"Add to these groups an estimated 10 per cent whom we
can call constructivists -- those committed to c;ocial
and political action, but who have not engaged in dissent
or protest movements. "
This adds up, Vaughnsays, to approximately 50
per cent of the student body committed to some form
of social action, ranging from violent protest to doing
community volunteer work.
Vaughn describes the 50 per cent who are still
uncommitted to social action as "the remnant of the
'silent generation' of the 50's.
He points out that the Harris survey shows a drop
in interest in Peace Corps service among the four per
cent of students who are radical activists (jbrimarily
due to anti-government sentiment because of the war
in Viet Nam.)
"But on the other hand, the rapidly increasing
number of the more moderate activists who were
interested in the Peace Corps gave us a greeter
number of students likely to volunteer for the Peace
Corps," Vaughn says.
Page 5
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According to Director of Admissions Robert Haberman
unofficial figures for the entering class are as follows:
190 freshman and 80 traBsfers for a total of 270. One
hundred thirty one of these new students are male and 139
are female. Greeting these new students, according to
Assistant Dean Mary Sugatt' s unofficial tally, are 380 returning students and 13 readmissions for a total of 393 oll
students, which makes for a total enrollment of 663.
Other than that The Observer knows nothing about the
incoming students. We dare you to tell us who you are~

,.

Eleven new faculty members and several
additions to the administrative staff have been
announced for the new term by President
Kline.
In the division of AMDD, Tom Adair, who
has been a soloist with the American Ballet
Theatre and a member of the Ballet Russe de
Monte Carlo, will be a visiting lecturer (parttime) in dance; Peter Saul, a member for the
last three years of the Merce Cunningham
Dance Company who has taught at Adelphi and
Teacher's College, Columbia University, will
be an Assistant Professor (part-time) of
dance; and John Ulmer, who has directed and
taught in theatre companies across the country,
and who was this summer with the department
of drama at Cornell, will be an Assistant
Professor (part-time) of drama.
The Division of L & L lists four new
members: Elaine Binno, a Ph. D. candidate at
Columbia who has been on the faculty at Upsala,
will be a part-time instructor in English;
Benjamin La Farge, an editor with the New
American Library and an instructor in writing
at City College of New York, will be an instructor (part-time) in English; and Clark Rodewald,
a Bard graduate with an M.A. from Johns
Hopkins, who returns to teaching at the University of Puerto Rico among other places, will
also be a part-time instructor in English. Yuri
Karageorge, with degrees from the University
of Paris and from NYU and who has taught at
Fordham and the State University at New Paltz,
will be an Assistant Professor of language.
Samuel Pasiencier, who holds a B.S. and
an M.S. from the University of Michigan, and
Page 7

a Ph. D. from Northwestern will be an Associate
Professor of Mathematics in the Divisiion of
Natural Sciences. This summer Palencier was
a consultant to the National Science Foundation
at the University of Lucknow, India.
The new faculty in the SS Division include:
William ~ Griffith, Instructor in Philosophy
with an M.A. from Brown; Katherine M. Klotzbt
Klotzburger, instructor, (part-time) i;Government , with an M. A. from NYU where
she is a Ph. D. candidate and has been a member
of the faculty, and Coleman Romalis, Assistant
Professor of Sociology, whose B. A. is from the
University of British Columbia, M.A. from
McGill and Ph. D. from Washington University.
The faculty this term numbers sixty-five (
(65). Of these, twenty-one (21) are part-time
making a total equivalency of fifty four (54).
With a student body of somewhat over six
hundred fifty (650), the ratio of students to
faculty is twelve to one which is slightly higher
than last semester. That makes the possibility
of the ' small seminar and laboratory classes
which have distinguished the Bard educational
program in the past that much less likely.
The recently appointed Dean on the College
is Carl M. Selinger, a ~laude graduate of
Harvard Law Schoool and until this summer
Professov· of Law at University of New Mexico.
Robert Haberman, appointed last spring as
Director of Admissions, has been on campus
for the last two months. Other additions to
the administrative staff include Steven Munger
and Muriel Roeth as Msistant Directors of
Admissions. Irene Staffiero of Tivoli is a
new Central Services Assistant and Eleanor
~· DiPietro is an NCR operator in the
Business Office. Barbara Rifenburg, of the
Central Services staff, is now a part-time
secretary in the Development Office.

by Eugene Kahn
It was another muggy night in Washington, D. C. when I first heard Marshall Bloom's plan to move Liberation News Service
out of the city and onto the farm. He and Ray Mungo had founded this "undergrou~''news service barely a year before and were
about to move the operation from Washington to New York City the next morning. They were moving from Three Thomas Circle,
on the edge of the black ghetto of northwest Washington to Claremont Avenue, on the west sidd of Harlem. But already Marshall
was thinking of the future. Hi.s co-founder, &ly Mungo, had bought his own 100-acre farm in Guilford, Vermont. At the time it
seemed just speculation; idle tailk. We kicked around the idea that liie in the great center of American civilization, '·Tew York,
Washington, L.A., etc., was a hopeless cause. "The cities are dead," we said , and the blacks are crazy for fighting for themthey should try to get the land back, the land they swAated for and were chased off. Our cities had reached a saturation point, and
now could not stop; they could only become more unbearable, more impossible to live in. If the blacks weren't going to leave, that
was their problem; it was time that the Movement, that Liberation News Service led the move out of the city and onto the !ann.
We were all tired, and with the prospect of loading all the office equipment and files and press for the trip to New York in the
morning, talk of a farm seemed a long way off; something in the nature of a dceam.
That was early in July. IJ5 move! to tlew York, I stayed on in D. C. returning to N.Y. C. three weeks later. S.cverd times J
visited the uptown headquarters in search of Marsll.hll or Rc•Y· Ray w2s no longer acround, he had "left," and Marshall had "taken
a 11acation." This seemed odd since both of their lives were wrapped up in LNS. About month after the move from Washington.
I got a phone call from Marshall. It was late Saturday night, LNS was moving to a 60-acre farm in Massachusetts Sunday morning
Would I help them move?
During the past month, the people who had run the New York bureau of L~ set to work establishing a full-scale office. and I
have no doubt that some of these people had made deep personal commitments to LNS-New York, if not to Marshall Bloom.
As the story c~me to me latter, Marshall nloom and the Washington group in general, were not getting on well with the New
Yorkers. Some have said that there was a strong influence from SDS; that the people from Columbia Strike Committee (Columbia
was only five blocks south) had a strong hand; and that the "IIIbther Fuckers," were also swinging weight with the New Ybirkbased Liberation New Service, and that tha contents of the twtcc-weekly mailings were beccitming doctrinaire. I was told that there
was an attempt to write things to conform to a "line." But, in any case, I am sure that LNS was quickly becoming someltiing else
than what its founders had conceived it as. Yes, Marshall Blbom can rightly be accused of paternalism about his news service,~
but them most people who sta:tt things from scratch an:! posses foresight are that way.
Move To The Farm
The move to the Montague farm must not be considered merely as another brain child of Bloom. To personalize rlcstroys the
ideological importance and integrity of what took place. LNS gad heen conaiived of not just as a publication but as a total living
expericene; or, as its parent organization was first incorporated in the District of Columbia, The New Media Project. It was to be
a vanguard and example for social change, to serve as an altcrna tivc to working and dying for the Metropolitan Life Insurance
Corporation.
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Writing from his outpost in Vermont, Ray Mungo said:
We at LNS have, throughout this decade, become increasingly convince that returning to the land, taking roots in it,
is the next stEp in altering and radically changing the face of this nation. Rural American is not, of couse, the isolated jungle which city people imagine. To the contrary, it is usually more difficult to be anorwmous, easier to become involved in community affairs .. : ..
More important, though, is the idea of and the issue of independence. We cannot be radicals, revolutionaries, or
whatever, so long as we depend of the government, the "establishment," the system, for otr survival, and American
cities have rapidly made such dependence commonplace. Moving to the farm accentuates our self-reliance, forces u~,
in a thousand subtle ways to learn skills and develope households which can stand, can survive, without the services
of any governments's agencies and bureaus. We will heatour houses, grow our food, perhaps even provide our own
electricity.
America is a nation at war. The cities are its battlefielas.
this winter, and next spring's thaw.

What we see today is a mere foreshadowing of this fall,

Liberation New Service, seeking to grow and furtfler serve the coming of the new order in America, thus removes its
officc11 from the inferno, builds its roots into the good earth and sends its writers into the fray.
Ray Mungo, from Country Power
It should be noted as background that as an undergraduate, pint-sized Ray Mungo was Boston Univc;rsity's most noto1·ious
studet radical, and Marshall Bloom was asked to leave the London School of Economics for organizing a student strike. 1'hry
have both been around.
Bastard fiend or genius, Bloom managed to outsmart the New York group. There was an attempt to incorporate Libcratio,:
News Service as a non-profit corporation in New YOrk, some wanted to see every Jull-timc staff member listed as a Director.
Acting at almost the aame time, but more quickly, Marshall and two others, registered Ll\'S as a Now York corporation,
thus making messors. Marshall Bloom, Steve Diamond and Harvey Wasserman, the legal representatives of LNS.
A series of circumstances, some planned and some lucky, led to the move to the farm and the subsequent clim:l.l.l' of this
article: Parlimentary moves were afoot to bypass Bloom: letters from long-time subscribers comp~ed about a new "~ray and
doctrinaire" tone to the mailings: Bloom got interested in a farm in western Massachusetts, the New York agent for the Bcatlcs
agreed to let LNS usc his film of the ''Magical Mystery Tour," as a benefit for L~S.
No tloubt, one reason for th8 animosity of the New York group when the mo\!e was discovered was the remarkable billdnc,3s
and finesse with which it was carried off. In three hours in broad daylight on a Sunday mo;· ning on a Nml' York sidewalk 16
of us loaded a 20-foot truck with the entire news service: including a 1000-pound offset ~;..six or seven file :rabinets. hundrec!s
of reams of paper, a huge mechanical collator, scores of boxes of office equipment and papers, mailing machin-es, and d0sks a~rl
chairs. \Vhat :. as left was either personal, useldss or junk. To top off that, that same evcuing I.NS collected r1bout ~6. 00() in
cash from the Reatl:~s movie, at the Filmore East Theatre. That too, went up to the farm.
To those loyal to the New York operation. the shock and hurt were so great that W<', especially Mr1rzhall, would have to answ0r
for it with brood.
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Hold Up
The night of terror began at 12:30 AM the Tuesday after the move. We had been at the farm about 30 himrs. They arrived
in four or five cars and a rented truck. Within minutes the house and the barn were surrounded with unwelcome guests brought
up to search for what they had been told was $14,000 in stolen money, and the press. I was in the basesment at the time. First I
heard Marshall in discussion with someone-angrey, but controlled, talk. Suddenly there were footsteps everywhere. Different
people kept coming down into the basement, some salying, "Its not here." That went on for about ten minutes. A sence of
dread came over me: It was going to happen. The searching was move frantic. There were strange people everywhere. Then,""'
from another room, the stupid and heart-sickening sounds of someone being pusb8d around, frightened screams, husky voices.
We were brought together in one room of the house, on the floor in a corner,
Having lived through it, it is very tempting to retell every unforgetable detail of that night. But there are too many other
aspects to go into. T~ere were about 25 or 30 them. More than half knew nothing of LNS, although now they do as 13 of them
are facing kidnapping charges for the evening 's work. Most of them had been called upon for thEir particular willingness to do the
Nazi tortute thing. They were an odd collection of people for such a small mission; some, like Tom Hamilton, played their parts
too well-he went about the room slapping the walls with a curtain rod about our heads, while outside in tre car all night was a fellm
I had lived with in Washington, too ashamed to enter our hou11e.
The hate directed at Marshall Bloom was consuming the unwelcome guests. They took him into another room, after slapping
him around, and banged on the furniture to scare us into giving up the press and money. I am told that this is an old police
station tactic to urge suspects to "talk," We fell for tit.
They stayed until dawn-they could not work in the sunshine. Towards about 3 or 4 AM the most remarkable thing I have even
witnessed took place. We all joined in song, captives and capGn-s. Security in the house had gone Lax-we had been separated into
different room with stick-weilding guards poste~,!!nd most of us ctrifted back to one room. A girl was playing her guitar, and~
slowly, we, and then they, began to sinp;. Its one,fhe details that didn't make even the underground press.
During the initial terror, a cashier's check for $6,000 was signed over th them. They never got the press and all the other
equipment since nearlly everything In d been re-loaded into the truck that afternoon when we were wawned in advance and taken to
"a warehouse on the other side of town," quite literally, The check was later stopped. Lots of windows were broken, garbage
thrown about and a good deal of misehiv~was made. They did not carry out thel'rthreat to work us over one by one. I'm sure
that they were as much relieved about that as we were.
Bandits Leave
Something of a deal was arrived at whereby they woulrl get the cash, we would keep the press, and bofu sides would go their
seperate ways. It was very vague. Ry dawn the goons were tired out and started to leave. The last picture ~have of them ils
George C[1valetto and Sheila Ryan grabbing Marshall's brief :case and tearing dwwn the dirt road in a yellow Hertz truck, returning
to their city. With them a worthless $6,000 cashiers check; the incorporation papers of LNS-useless: the ownership papers of
the press, in Bloom's name-useless: the deed to the LNS farm, in Marshall's name-useless: a pile of unawnswered letters to
Marshall, and a rather expensive figurine that Marshall wore abwut his neck.
In the days that follo~ed there was further bitter dispute over which group had the right to the mail that began piling up at
the Post Office in New York. The Post Master decided to held everything pending proof of who was the real LNS/
A couple of days latter, LNS was featured in the Times, EVO. Avatar, the Los Angeles Express Times, then the Village
Voice, to name a few. Time magazine was brushed off. Reading the news media accounts of what had happened on our farm,
was often something akin to reading about one's funeral. So stereotyped, so inaccurate were some serious accounts that to us
they seemed parodies on themselves. If this is what happens to other events when they become newspaper stories, look out'
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It took the Turners' Falls D. A. quite all day to sort out all our charges. There were several charges of assault and battery.
and assault with a dangerous weapi>n. A very righteous charge of grand larceny against Ryan and C~lletto, and not without
a sense of revenge, Ray Mungo, Kathy Hutchinson and myself (the only ones awake at the time) swore out charges of kidnapping against the thirteen people whose names we kenw. The D. A. could see no way of avoiding the kidnapping charge (according to
the state's law) although the clerk was not happy the paper work.
Conclusion
The local papers picked-up the story because $6, 000 was claimed to have been either stolen or embezzeled. But the undergrount
press was interested in it because it means another serious split within the movement. How could it happen that one group of
movement people could charge another group of movement people with kidnapping and grand larcrny, to be answered with charges of
embezzlement? Was Bllom really bea~up "? Had it been a fait accompli silencing a group of loyal movement people?
In their first attempt at continuing publication without press or office, the New Yorkers poingantly described their reaction
when they saw their empty officer:

"A painstaking effort had been made to see that everything that could conceivably be of any help to us iB running a news service v
was taken--even things, like telephone numb~s of volunteer typists, which were valueless to anyone else.''
Rather than resort to a civit suit or just calling the New York fuzz-which they cJitl;idered "resorting to the illegitimate authority
of the system we oppose"-they decided to come up to Monatgue and bring back everything themselves (that's what the truck
was for). They took the law into theft own hands, as the cliche from the low camp gangster movies goes, and, following
everything by the same cliches, they got what they deserved.
For some of us the most disillusioning part of it all was that "they" were pro ple whom we would superficially have considered
comrades. Nearly all of them are onllege educated, many capable of carrying-on infMn.ed and articulate discussions. A few were
graduate students. They arc movement people, they arc the movement. They believe their lives are directed at social chmge,
a change, I would assume, from past evils. They took thetrcues (knowingly or not) from the Nazis, they came to our farm with
hat,and revenge and sought destruction, they live for death, they are dead, thelir movement is dead.
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